Abstract-Correlated waveforms have a number of applications in different fields, such as radar and communication. It is very easy to generate correlated waveforms using infinite alphabets, but for some of the applications, it is very challenging to use them in practice. Moreover, to generate infinite alphabet constant envelope correlated waveforms, the available research uses iterative algorithms, which are computationally very expensive. In this work, we propose simple novel methods to generate correlated waveforms using finite alphabet constant and non-constant-envelope symbols. To generate finite alphabet waveforms, the proposed method map the Gaussian random variables onto the phase-shift-keying, pulse-amplitude, and quadrature-amplitude modulation schemes. For such mapping, the probability-density-function of Gaussian random variables is divided into regions, where is the number of alphabets in the corresponding modulation scheme. By exploiting the mapping function, the relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and finite alphabet symbols is derived. To generate equiprobable symbols, the area of each region is kept same. If the requirement is to have each symbol with its own unique probability, the proposed scheme allows us that as well. Although, the proposed scheme is general, the main focus of this paper is to generate finite alphabet waveforms for multiple-input multiple-output radar, where correlated waveforms are used to achieve desired beampatterns.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ORRELATED waveforms or random-variables (RVs) are required in many applications. For example, in radar applications, the received clutter samples are usually correlated [1] . Although generating correlated Gaussian RVs is straightforward, generating non-Gaussian clutter samples is more challenging [2] , [3] . In other applications, the generated RVs should not only have specific correlation properties but also satisfy other practical constraints. For instance, in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar, the transmitted waveforms should have low peak-to-average-power-ratios (PAPRs) and the transmitted power from each antenna should be the same [4] , [5] . Thus, generating probing signals with specific cross-correlation properties to achieve a desired beampattern can become very challenging.
Recently researchers have considered the application of MIMO techniques developed for wireless communication systems to the radar. In MIMO communication systems multiple antennas are deployed at the transmitter and receiver to increase the data rate and provide multiple paths to mitigate the fading in the channel. Like MIMO communications, MIMO radar offers a new paradigm for signal processing research. MIMO radars offer extra degrees-of-freedom (DOF) [6] , [7] , which can be exploited for more diversity, higher spatial resolution, reduced side-lobe-levels at the receiver, and in order to design a variety of desired transmit beampatterns. Depending on how the antennas are distributed, MIMO radars can be classified into two categories: widely distributed [8] and colocated [9] . In the widely distributed case the transmitting antennas are widely separated so that each antenna may view a different aspect of the target. This topology can increase the spatial diversity of the system. On the other hand, in colocated systems, the transmitting antennas are closely spaced to view the same aspect of the target. The colocated antenna radar cannot provide spatial diversity but can increase the spatial resolution of the system. Moreover, compared to phased-array radars, colocated radars can provide better control of the transmit beampattern.
Generally, the design of correlated waveforms for the desired transmit beampattern relies on a two step process. While the first step, a covariance matrix of the waveforms is synthesized, actual waveforms are designed in the second step in order to realize this desired covariance matrix. In [4] , [10] , [11] , for the desired beampattern a covariance matrix is synthesized then to realize this covariance matrix an iterative algorithm is used to generate infinite alphabet constant envelope waveforms [12] . This problem is relaxed by allowing small variations in the amplitudes of the waveforms while satisfying a low PAPR constraint. Even though these methods give good performance in terms of mean-squared-error (MSE), it is challenging to use these waveforms in practice.
In this work, we propose a low complexity alternative solution to generate correlated finite-alphabet constant-envelope (FACE) and finite-alphabet non-constant-envelope (FANCE) waveforms. The motivation of this work comes from the fact that it is very easy to generate correlated Gaussian RVs. Therefore, memoryless non-linear functions are used to map Gaussian RVs onto FACE or FANCE waveforms and the relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and finite alphabet symbols is developed. In [5] , a similar approach is used to find the correlated BPSK symbols by 1053-587X © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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exploiting Gaussian RVs. The Taylor expansion of the relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian RVs and non-equiprobable QPSK symbols was also derived in [13] . This work presents a general closed form solution to generate higher order correlated waveforms such as -phase-shift-keying ( -PSK),
-pulse-amplitude-modulation ( -PAM), and -quadrature-amplitude-modulation ( -QAM). Although, we will focus on the generation of equiprobable symbols, this algorithm is able to generate symbols with different specified probabilities.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the following section, the problem is formulated. Then in Section III, the general relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and finite alphabet RVs is derived. In Section IV, real Gaussian RVs are mapped onto the M-PSK waveforms to generate FACE waveforms. Similarly in Section V, using different mapping functions, real Gaussian RVs are mapped onto IMPUGN waveforms to generate FANCE waveforms. In Section VI, complex Gaussian RVs are mapped onto M-QAM waveforms, which in contrast to previous waveforms can approximate the non-symmetric beampatterns. The performance of the modulation schemes along with the simulation results are presented in Section VII. Finally, a summary of the main results is given in Section VIII.
Notation: Bold upper case letters, , and lower case letters, , respectively denote matrices and vectors. Transposition and conjugate transposition of a matrix are denoted respectively by and , while statistical expectation is denoted by . Closed and open interval of numbers between and are respectively denoted by and . The real, imaginary and absolute value of a complex variable are respectively represented by , and, . The binomial coefficient is denoted by .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Beampattern matching consists in designing waveforms with specific cross-correlation properties to approach a desired beampattern. Usually, the desired beampattern is used to maximize the transmitted power in the region of interest and minimize it in all other directions. To achieve this, a uniform linear array of antenna elements with half wavelength inter-element spacing is used. Let be the baseband signal transmitted from antenna at time index . The received baseband signal at location is defined as (1) where denotes the total number of symbols transmitted from each antenna. By defining the vectors and , we can simplify expression (1) and write it in a following vector form (2) Thus, the received power at location is expressed as follows (3) where is the correlation matrix of the transmitted waveforms. To achieve the desired beampattern , the covariance matrix should minimize the following constrained problem: (4) where is the number of subdivisions of the region of interest, is a weighting factor and is the transmitted power from each antenna. As R should be a positive covariance matrix, the first constraint is straightforward. Besides, the second constraint should be satisfied to achieve maximum power efficiency. Moreover, depending on the parity of the desired beampattern , the designed covariance matrix can contain real or complex elements.
Once is synthesized, the waveform matrix can be easily generated using Gaussian RVs as follows (5) where , is a vector of symbols transmitted from antenna , is a matrix of zero mean and unit variance Gaussian RVs, is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and is the matrix of eigenvectors of . As is Gaussian, it can not guarantee a FACE solution and may have high PAPR. Using non linear mapping functions, the proposed algorithm maps the easily generated Gaussian RVs to generate -PSK, -PAM or -QAM modulated RVs. The general relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and finite alphabet RVs is derived in the next section.
III. GENERATION OF FINITE ALPHABET SIGNALS
FROM REAL GAUSSIAN RVS Let be the cross-correlation between the finite alphabet waveforms and and be the cross-correlation between the standard Gaussian RVs and . Through a memoryless non-linear function , the Gaussian RVs and can be mapped onto FACE or FANCE RVs and . The relationship between the cross-correlation coefficients and is given by (6) where is the joint probability-distribution-function (PDF) of and . To separate the double integration in (6), the physicists' Hermite polynomials are used as in [14] to get the following expression (7) where is the PDF of real Gaussian RV and are the physicists' Hermite polynomials. In our case, as and have the same variance, i.e., , the above expression can be further simplified into (8) If is the number of alphabets in a modulation scheme, then the PDF region is divided into regions using delimiters , . Depending on the application, the modulation scheme may contain symbols with different probability of appearance , . Therefore, the delimiters are chosen such that (9) In this work, we will focus on the generation of equiprobable symbols, i.e . Thus, considering the symmetry of the Gaussian PDF function, we can deduce that (10) Fig. 1 illustrates how the Gaussian PDF is divided into 8 of equal area regions to generate 8 equiprobable symbols. Moreover, to ensure that spans over the closed set , the memoryless nonlinear mapping function should be an odd function (please see proof in Appendix A).
Knowing that [15] , we substitute and the relationship between the correlation of Gaussian and mapped RVs (8) can be reformulated as (11) By mapping Gaussian RVs between the region onto a constellation symbol , the expression above can be divided into a sum of integrals as follows (12) As shown in Appendix B, the integrals in (12) can be expressed as (13) where is the Kummer confluent hypergeometric function [16] . To illustrate the behavior of the power series , Fig. 2 shows the effect of the index on its pseudo-period. The power series reaches lower values as increases and its oscillation frequency increases as its index increases. Using (13), the relationship in (12) can be finally written as follows (14) Since all the terms of the infinite sum in (14) are positive, using the Schur product theorem [17] , it can be said that if the scalar is replaced by a positive semidefinite matrix , the corresponding matrix on the left hand side is guaranteed to be positive semidefinite. It should also be noticed that the relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and corresponding mapped RVs depends on the chosen delimiters and the symbols assigned to each region.
In the next section, real Gaussian RVs are mapped onto the memoryless complex exponential functions to generate PSK modulated RVs and match symmetric beampatterns. These results will be used later to generate PAM and QAM modulated waveforms.
IV. GENERATION OF PSK SIGNALS FROM REAL GAUSSIAN RVS
In this section, the generalized results derived previously are applied to generate FACE signals using the PSK modulation scheme and present the closed form relationship of the crosscorrelation between real Gaussian RVs and BPSK, QPSK and 8-PSK symbols respectively.
A. Generation of BPSK Waveforms
To generate BPSK waveforms, the Gaussian RVs is mapped into symbols using the above mapping function (15) where is the sign function. In this case, using , the relationship between the correlation of Gaussian and BPSK RVs proved in [5] can be derived (16) 
B. Generation of QPSK Waveforms
To generate QPSK waveforms, the PDF of Gaussian RVs is equally divided into four regions and mapped onto the symbols using the function
For all symbols to be equiprobable, the delimiter is determined using the inverse-cumulative-distribution-function (ICDF) associated with the standard normal distribution, also called probit function. Using (12), the cross-correlation relationship between the Gaussian and QPSK RVs can be derived as shown below:
Using the result in (13), (18) can be reformulated as 
C. Generation of 8-PSK Waveforms
Similarly, by applying the probit function, the Gaussian RVs are divided into eight regions and mapped onto using the following mapping function
where for equiprobable 8-PSK symbols, the delimiters are
In this case, the relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and 8-PSK RVs can be derived using (14) as (22) Fig . 3 shows the cross correlation relationship between the Gaussian and FACE alphabets (i.e., BPSK, QPSK, and 8-PSK). It can be noticed that the absolute value of the cross correlation of higher PSK signals is always less than the absolute value of BPSK symbols.
V. GENERATION OF PAM WAVEFORMS FROM REAL GAUSSIAN RVS
The derivations to find the relationship between the crosscorrelation of Gaussian RVs and PAM waveforms are similar to the one derived in Section III. Therefore, the generated PAM symbols are substituted in (14) and the relationship is deduced.
A. Generation of 4-PAM Waveforms
In order to generate the 4-PAM constellation symbols , the mapping function becomes where, as defined in Section IV-B, the delimiter . In this case, the relationship between the Gaussian RVs and the 4-PAM symbols can be written as follows (24) By using the result of (13), the above relationship can finally be expressed as (25) An approximation of the relationship can be found by minimizing a least square problem. The following approximations proved to give good results as shown later in the simulation results section:
(26) (27)
B. Generation of 8-PAM Waveforms
Using the same delimiters as in (21), the standard Normal PDF is divided into 8 equiprobable regions which are mapped onto the 8-PAM symbols through the following mapping function 
Again applying (14) in the case of 8-PAM symbols leads to the following relationship
Here again, using a least square method, the above relationship (29) can be approximated by
A plot of the derived relationships is presented in Fig. 4 . It indicates that as the number of symbols increases the relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and PAM RVs gets closer to the identity function. Thus, more covariance matrices will remain positive semidefinite when applying the inverse relationship .
VI. GENERATION OF QAM SIGNALS FROM COMPLEX GAUSSIAN RVS
If the beampattern is non-symmetric, for optimum beampattern match, will be complex symmetric. For to be complex, waveforms should also be complex. Therefore, based on the method to generate PAM signals, complex Gaussian RVs are mapped onto QAM alphabets. To generate an -QAM RV from a complex Gaussian RV , the following mapping function is used (32) where denotes the mapping function used to generate -QAM symbols while denotes the mapping function used to generate -PAM symbols. Let us consider the positive-semidefinite covariance matrix of the complex Gaussian RVs, . Since the covariance matrix is complex, using (5) Using (13) and (14), the relationship linking both real and imaginary parts of the complex Gaussian RVs and the -QAM symbols can be expressed as a Taylor series.
A. Generation of 16-QAM Waveforms
To generate 16-QAM signals from complex Gaussian RVs, a mapping function similar to the one in (23) is used (37) where is as defined in (23) and is chosen to be equal to to guarantee that all 16 symbols are equiprobable. Therefore, from (36) and Section V, the relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian RVs and 16-QAM symbols can be deduced as (38)
B. Generation of 64-QAM Waveforms
The following mapping function is used to map the complex Gaussian RVs onto 64-QAM symbols (39) where is as defined in (28) the delimiters are chosen as in (21). In this case, the relationship between the cross correlation of finite alphabets and Gaussian RVs becomes (40)
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, to validate the performance of the proposed waveforms, a uniform linear array of antenna elements with half-wavelength inter-element spacing is used. The transmitted power from each antenna is equal to unity and the region of interest ranges from with a mesh grid size of 1 . This section is divided into three parts. In the first part, the BPSK waveforms are used to match the covariance matrix of an auto-regressive process of order 1. Then, in the second part, a performance comparison is drawn between BPSK and higher PAM waveforms in order to match symmetric beampatterns. Finally, the QAM waveforms are used to directly match non-symmetric beampatterns.
A. Beampattern of First Order Auto-Regressive Processes
For this simulation, an auto-regressive process of order 1 is considered. Its covariance matrix is a Toeplitz matrix defined as (41) where is the cross-correlation between the transmitted waveforms antenna and . This particular case is interesting because if the inverse relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and BPSK RVs is applied on the generated covariance matrix , the resulting covariance matrix remains positive semidefinite. Thus, the desired beampattern can be achieved using BPSK waveforms. By computing the covariance matrix for any value of , the easily generated Gaussian RVs will be mapped using the function to construct the BPSK signals. In Fig. 5 , the simulation results are plotted for two first order auto-regressive processes with . For both cases, the BPSK symbols perfectly match the desired beampatterns.
B. Matching Symmetric Beampatterns
By solving the constrained optimization problem defined in (4), the synthesized covariance matrix can approximate any complex beampattern. However, when applying the inverse relationship on the synthesized covariance matrix, , the resulting covariance matrix of Gaussian RVs, , may not be a positive semidefinite. However, using (14) and the Schur product theorem [17] , it can be easily proved that is always positive semidefinite, which motivate us to find directly in order not only to solve the positive semidefinite problem but also convert two step constrained optimization problem into one step constrained optimization problem. Therefore, the following cost-function is used to optimize for the desired beampattern
Since is positive semidefinite, it can be easily proved that the cost function is convex with respect to . To optimize the cost-function with respect to , a particle-swarm-optimization (PSO) algorithm [18] is used.
For this part, two scenarios are considered. In the first scenario, we want to maximize the transmitted power between and . Fig. 6(a) shows the convergence behavior of the PSO algorithm and shows the minimum MSE reached using different modulation schemes. After convergence, the MSE using BPSK waveforms is 6.8 while using 4-and 8-PAM waveforms the MSE respectively is 4 and 3.3. This difference in performance can also be noticed in Fig. 6(b) , where it can be seen that the PAM constellation waveforms outperform the BPSK waveforms and better approximate the desired beampattern.
In the second scenario, the region of interest lies from to and from 15 to 45 degrees. Similarly, Fig. 7 (a) shows that PAM signals reach lower MSE compared to the performance of the BPSK. Fig. 7(b) indicates that the beampattern of 8-PAM symbols is very close to the beampattern obtained using sequential-quadratic-programming (SQP) method proposed in [4] .
Since the relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and PAM symbols is close to the identity function as shown in Fig. 4 , the covariance matrix of the waveforms obtained using SQP method can be used as an approximation of the covariance matrix of the Gaussian RVs . In Fig. 8 , we compare the performance of the beampatterns generated using the PSO algorithm with those generated using the approximation . It can be seen that in the case of 4-and 8-PAM, the performance of both methods is nearly the same. Thus, by using this approximation, we significantly reduce the computational burden while keeping almost the same performance.
C. Matching Non-Symmetric Beampatterns
In this subsection, we are going to simulate two other scenarios where the region of interest is not symmetric. The conventional method for such problems is to synthesize the covariance matrix for the symmetric version of the desired non-symmetric beampattern using (4) then shift the beampattern with an angle to make it a desired non-symmetric beampattern as (43) However, using the results in Section VI, our method can directly minimize the covariance matrix of complex Gaussian RVs and generate QAM signals able to match non-symmetric beampatterns. Fig. 9 presents the performance of our method when the region of interest is between and 0 degrees. It can be noticed that the transmitted power in the region of interest is higher than both shifted beampatterns. It also indicates that even if the region of interest is close to the boundary, the 16-QAM waveforms still match the desired beampattern contrarily to both the shifted SQP and 4-PAM covariance matrices. These results are also shown in Fig. 10 where we considered the region of interest to be from to and from to 15 degrees. As shown in the previous subsection, the 8-PAM signals have better performance than the 4-PAM waveform. Therefore, higher QAM signals (i.e 64-QAM) will eventually perform better than 16-QAM alphabets and lower the side lobes.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, a general closed form relationship between the cross-correlation of Gaussian and finite alphabet RVs is derived. Using different mapping functions, waveforms with different modulation schemes are generated and the relationships between the cross-correlation of Gaussian RVs and these waveforms are presented. We also introduced a new method to generate QAM signals from complex Gaussian RVs which are able to directly match non-symmetric beampatterns. In the simulation results, BPSK signals succeeded to match the beampatterns of first order auto-regressive processes. However, to match more complex desired beampatterns, we showed that under low PAPR constraint, the PAM signals outperformed the PSK waveforms since their cross-correlation relationship is closer to the identity function. So far, we considered only the case where the symbols are equiprobable and each one of them is mapped to only one region. However, as the relationship depends directly on the chosen delimiters and symbols, our future work will be to investigate how to develop a relationship between Gaussian and finite alphabets as close as possible to the identity function. Since is a common factor independent of , we are going to focus mainly on simplifying the infinite sum in . Therefore, using the Taylor expansion of , we can write it as follows Using the following relationship presented in [19] we can further simplify and finally write it in a non-recursive manner as 
